Novel Industrial Single Sided Dry Etching and
Texturing Process for Silicon Solar Cell Improvement
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Motivation
Today's high efficiency silicon solar cells require decoupled surface treatment, i.e. a different texture at the front and at the back surface of the cell.
The manufacturing process of Si Solar cells includes several etching steps and the industry currently use technology based on wet-chemical bath
where both sides of the wafers are processed the same way. As an alternative, Nines PV in collaboration with the Fraunhofer Institutes IWS and ISE in
Germany developed a dry-chemical etching technology* at atmospheric pressure (AP) providing single side treatment and high throughput.
(*) Nines PV patent pending

Technology
*
etching reactor with thermal etching zone

and double waste gas extraction system
2

*
working width: up to 156 x 156 mm
*
only etching gas used: F2 in N2
*
thermal etching gas activation
*
continuous inline dynamic etching
*
fully dry-chemical one sided

etching/texturing process
*
high flexibility of wafer materials and

thicknesses
Figure 1. View of the atmospheric-pressure in-line etching system. Enlarged section: operating principle of the
dry-chemical etching technology at atmospheric pressure using climate neutral etching gas.

*
high throughput
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Figure 3. Reflection plot and estimated weighted reflection loss
(Rwei) of different wafer types etched with F2.
Figure 2. Overview of differently etched surface structures of
diverse wafer materials: as-cut (A-C), SDE (D,E), and
wet texture (F). References: as-cut (A) and SDE (D).

*
depending upon the variation of the process

parameters flow, temperature, pressure,
velocity and gas delivery setup, different
surface structures (porous or flattened) can
be created

Figure 4. Carrier lifetime measurements of different wafer types
and diverse surface passivation (AP = atmospheric
pressure-etching).

*
dry etched texture show greatly improved *
adapted passivation leads to acceptable

absorption compared to standard industrial
process with a 7% weighted reflectance for
the mono-c wafers and 8% for the multi-c
wafers

lifetime, more texture variations are on the
way and are expected to lead to higher
values

Summary
As an alternative to the current wet-chemical etching steps used in crystalline solar silicon industry, a dry-chemical etching technology at
atmospheric pressure was developed using elemental fluorine as etching gas (climate neutral etching gas). The novel cost effective technology
offers single side treatment of the wafers and in-line vacuum-less solar cell processing. These first results show good potential, with plenty of scope
for further adjustments of both texture and passivation processes. The technology will enable solar cell producers to dramatically lower their water
consumption and enable the processing of more advance cell concepts. Beyond texturing, other processes such as back side emitter removal and
surface flattening are also to be developed within this project.
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